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Abstract 10 

Due to the highly perishable nature of fish, the storage of fresh fish slices is often 11 

influenced by post-mortem microorganisms and endogenous biochemical reactions, 12 

leading to deterioration in quality and a shortened shelf life. The degradation of inosine 13 

monophosphate (IMP) and the accumulation of inosine and hypoxanthine (Hx) 14 

contribute to the loss of freshness. Different storage methods and processing techniques 15 

further affect the freshness of fish, the rate of IMP degradation, and even flavor and 16 

physicochemical properties. Therefore, study aim to investigate the effects of storage 17 

temperature and different processing methods on IMP degradation, freshness, flavor, 18 

and physicochemical properties of fish meat. The results indicate that pretreatment can 19 

extend the freshness by reducing microbial contamination and inhibiting the Total 20 

Volatile Basic Nitrogen (TVB-N) levels, while there was no significant difference in 21 

IMP degradation between storage temperatures of 4°C and -1°C, pretreatment resulted 22 

in a significant difference in the levels of inosine and Hx during the final stages of 23 

refrigeration in both groups. In addition to altering temperature and microbial treatment, 24 

deep-sea aging improves fish flavor and storage. Deep-sea aging mitigates the decrease 25 

in IMP content in big amberjack meat and promotes increased free amino acid content 26 

due to protein degradation. However, significant effects of deep-sea aging on flavor 27 

component increase and protein autolysis promotion were not observed in bluefin tuna, 28 

indicating species-specific factors. Overall, these two studies demonstrate that 29 

refrigeration temperature, microbial treatment, and aging processes can all control the 30 

freshness of fish and the rate of IMP degradation, with deep-sea aging showing promise 31 

in addressing long-term storage issues and flavor enhancement. 32 
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